A model for dilute gas-liquid flows with films at the walls has been implemented in the CFD code FLUENT. The model consists of transport equations for droplets in the gas and for liquid transport in the film. Exchange of liquid between the two occurs by atomization of the film and by droplet deposition. Predictions are in reasonable agreement with known cases, such as horizontal and vertical pipe flows. However, independent validation of the code is yet to be performed.
INTRODUCTION
In many two-phase gas/liquid flows, liquid films at walls are important. Examples are condensation in heat exchangers; annular flow in pipes; and inlet manifolds for chemical reactors with two-phase feed. However, the leading CFD codes are not presently able to calculate liquid films. The objective of the present work was to develop and implement a model for liquid films at walls; a model for droplet transport in gas flows; together with relations for the interaction between the two. The interactions are the deposition of droplets at walls and atomization/reentrainment of liquid from the liquid film into the gas due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.
There has been a significant amount of papers on wall films, most of which are on annular flows in pipes. This paper is heavily influenced by the work of Pan and Hanratty (2002) , who studied entrainment in horizontal annular pipe flow. For droplet diffusion, the papers by Loth (2001) , Mols and Oliemans (1998) and by Mols et. al. (2000) have been particularly useful. For droplet deposition at walls, the results of McCoy and Hanratty (1997) has been used.
A brief outline of the paper: First, the transport models for liquid films and droplet transport are described, together with models for droplet deposition and film atomization. Then, an example calculation for air/water flow in a horizontal pipe segment is given. Finally, possible extensions are outlined.
MODEL DESCRIPTION

Model overview
The present model consists of the following elements:
• A two-dimensional transport equation for films at walls. The film is assumed thin compared to the dimensions of the flow geometry.
• A transport equation for droplets in a bulk gas phase.
• A relation for the deposition and entrainment of liquid between the film and the bulk phase.
In the following, these elements are described in detail. Note that the sub models for the film and the droplet phase are independent in the sense that the film model could be used together with other models for the droplet phase.
Film model
The following two-dimensional transport equation is used for the film on a surface 1 : 
Droplet transport
In the present FLUENT implementation, a simple driftflux type of equation for the droplet phase is implemented
where C [kg/m 3 ] is the droplet concentration in the gas, u drop is the droplet velocity and D [m 2 /s] is the droplet diffusion coefficient described below. This model is intended as a stepping stone for later models for droplet size distributions. Presently, there is only one droplet size.
Droplet velocity
The droplet velocity, u drop , is calculated as follows. It is assumed that the droplet relaxation time is much lower than a characteristic (lagrangean) time scale of the mean flow. The calculations are based on a correlation for settling velocity by Turton and Clark (1987) . The correlation is explicit, and gives the terminal velocity of 1 To emphasize the two-dimensional nature of the equation, a "2D" subscript has been added to the divergence operator. The wall is thus considered to be a two-dimensional manifold. falling spheres to within ~8% of the one calculated from the standard drag curve.
A dimensionless particle diameter is given by ( ) 1/ 3 * 2 gas liq gas
where g [m/s 2 ] is the gravity and a=Du/Dt is the acceleration of the gas phase.
The Turton-Clark correlation gives a settling velocity on dimensionless form:
Finally, the settling velocity, u t , is calculated from
The drift between the droplets and the gas is then calculated from ( )
Droplet diffusion
Rigorous models for droplet diffusion should take into account crossing trajectory, inertial-limit and continuity effects. In the present model, we use the transverse diffusion coeffisient of the Csanady (1963) The model for atomization of the liquid film follows the work by Pan and Hanratty (2002) . The situation is depicted in Figure 1 . Due to the passing gas flow, the liquid film is unstable (Kelvin-Helmholz mechanism), and droplets are torn off the forming waves. 
we can eliminate the presence of the gas velocity, and obtain:
( ) 
where C is the droplet concentration at the wall and V w is the mean impaction velocity of droplets hitting the wall.
To model V w , we do the following reasoning, similar to Pan/Hanratty (2002):
The velocity, V drop , of individual droplets in the direction normal to the wall is assumed to be normally distributed with mean µ, which is taken as the settling velocity in the direction normal to the wall, and a standard deviation σ which is yet to be determined. V w is then the expected velocity towards the wall: 
which is the one implemented.
EXAMPLE CALCULATION
The model has been implemented in FLUENT using UserDefined-Functions (UDF).
As an example, flow in a horizontal pipe segment is calculated. The input data is for small water droplets in air, as given in The effect of the gravity is apparent; the droplets are drawn downwards, leading to an accumulation of droplets at the lower part of the pipe.
In order to see this better, the concentration field is drawn in Figure 3 in a vertical slice through the pipe axis: Figure 4 shows contours of film thickness at the pipe wall as seen from the pipe inlet into the pipe. As can be seen, liquid tends to accumulate at the bottom of the pipe. Also, minor ringing artifacts may be seen due to the nondissipative nature of the model, but the ringing is tolerable. In order to see the film thickness better, xy-plots are shown in Figure 5 . The curves apply to:
Film thickness
• The top of the pipe, i.e. the line parallel to the axis, but one pipe radius above it.
•
The bottom of the pipe • The sides of the pipe, i.e. at lines parallel to the axis, but shifted +/-one radius sideways. Figure 6 shows the film velocity near the pipe inlet, which is of the order of 1 cm/s. The effects of gravity on the film is apparent. Again, the liquid accumulation at the bottom is apparent.
Film velocity
DISCUSSION Experimental validation
Presently, the model has only been benchmarked against known results and existing models for special cases, such as annular flows in horizontal and vertical pipes. Thus, the model needs independent experimental validation before one may be certain about the accuracy. However, the submodels for entrainment and deposition are validated in the literature (e.g. Pan/Hanratty 2002) .
Choice of droplet model
The present droplet model is simple, and is intended as a stepping stone towards a model describing a droplet size distribution. One particularly interesting option is the Quadrature Method of Moments (QMOM), as described by Marchiso et. al. (2003) .
Pipe roughness
In the present model, the user has to specify a roughness height for the pipe wall. In reality, the presence of the film will influence the apparent wall roughness and thus the wall shear stress. This coupling may be included in later versions of the code.
CONCLUSION
A model for dilute gas-liquid flows with films at the walls has been implemented in the CFD code FLUENT using User-Defined Functions (UDF). The model consists of transport equations for droplets in the gas and for liquid transport in the film. Exchange of liquid between the two occurs by atomization of the film and by droplet deposition.
Predictions are in reasonable agreement with known cases, such as horizontal and vertical pipe flows. However, independent validation of the code is yet to be performed.
